I. Introduction. The physical situation to be considered in this note is as follows: parallel rays of radiation are incident on a finite homogeneous slab which absorbs and scatters radiation isotropically. The diffusely transmitted and reflected fields have been studied intensively. In earlier papers [l]- [3] we have shown the importance of the dissipation function in various analytical studies of transport in a rod. In this note we derive an equation for the dissipation function of a slab and write the conservation relation which relates the reflection, transmission, and dissipation functions.
II. Derivation of invariant imbedding equation for the absorption function. Consider a plane-parallel, homogeneous and isotropically scattering medium of finite optical thickness r, . Suppose that a parallel beam of radiation of constant net flux x per unit area normal to the incident direction is incident on the upper surface r = 0 at a fixed angle whose cosine is no (0 < Mo < 1) with respect to the inward normal. We follow the standard nomenclature of Chandrasekhar [4] ,
The intensity of radiation which is diffusely reflected from the slab with direction cosine n is S(t1 ; n, mo)/4ju, and the diffusely transmitted intensity with direction cosine n is T(rj ; n, mo)/4jU-The directly transmitted flux is ir exp (-r,/>u0) in the direction of incidence.
We define the absorption function L in the following fashion. Let , Mo) =the rate of production of truly absorbed particles in a cylinder of unit base area extending from r = 0 to r = r, , the input having direction cosine mo and the net incident flux being x.
The probability of ultimate absorption of a particle which is incident on a slab of thickness 7*! with direction cosine mo is L(r, , mo)/mo • We add an infinitesimal layer of optical thickness A to the lower surface t1 , and we consider its effect on the rate of production of absorbed particles. We obtain the equation 
IV. Discussion. The differential-integral Eq. (2) for L and the differential-integral equations for S and T which are given in Chandrasekhar's book [4] together with their initial conditions, form a system of equations which can be integrated numerically using the method of finite ordinates [2] ,
We also wish to point out that it may be possible to establish an existence and uniqueness theorem for the differential-integral equation for S and T making use of the conservation relation given above and the nonnegativity of S, T and L. This program was successfully carried out for a closely related process in [1] and [3] ,
